Keswick to Portinscale
Alternative return route from Portinscale head to Nichol End Marina on Derwentwater,
and catch the launch back to Keswick
Time
17 - 33 mins
Distance
1.8 km (1.1 miles)
Steps
Approx 2,200
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Directions:

Take the path to the left of the restaurant, and keeping
to the right, follow it behind the buildings and through
the kissing gate. Continue along the path through two
more gates. Once through the third gate, turn left and
follow the footpath down towards the River Derwent.
Go over the bridge, follow the public footpath sign
through the gate almost immediately to the right and
enjoy a stroll by the river. Have a rest on one of the
benches while you take in the beautiful surroundings
before heading back over the bridge and re-tracing
your steps to your starting point.

Keswick - Fitz Park

Parking
Bell Close Car
Park or Disc zone
on Station Street
Bus routes
x4 x5 555/554
Walk category
Moderate
Depending on
your level of
fitness it will take:
Under 44 mins
Under 30 mins
Under 23 mins
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Time
23 - 44 mins
Distance
2.4 km (1.5 miles)

Take the path up to the right, through the gate on to
Station Road. Turn right and cross the road, choosing
your crossing point carefully. Just before Keswick
Museum, go through the gate on your left and down the
gravelly path into Lower Fitz Park. Stay on the tarmac
path at the back of the museum, behind the play area
and the cricket pavilion, following the route sheltered by
the high, tree-lined bank. This will take you round the top
end of the park, bearing left and left again back toward
the road alongside the River Greta. At the fork in the
path, take the right hand path, walk under the bridge and
continue straight on. Pass the foot bridge down the steps
and keep right, to access Fitz Park gardens. To avoid the
steps, turn left at the fork, go round the bowling green
and turn right and follow the path around the gardens
and return in the Station Road direction. Turn left at the
lodge and take the path between the tennis courts and
the bowling green, turning right to follow the path round
the green. Follow the railings up to the left and over the
bridge, then bear right and back to your starting point.

